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Professional Experience and Curriculum Vitae
I am a very passionate, inspired and determined person, a natural creative thinker, and
plan to be very successful in my future within the advertising industry. I want to be apart
of an agency that will challenge me creatively, and make full use of my competitive
nature and eat sleep breath ideas attitude. I am a leader and would one day like to be
the Creative Director of my own agency and lecture Art Direction part time to inspire
creatives such as myself, as my lecturers did for me.

Previous Clientele

During my final year at AAA  advertising college I was commissioned to do freelance
work for Condor, a Post production house in Cape Town South Africa, where I was one
of two Art Directors responsible for conceptualizing and executing various pieces,
surrounding the launch of their new colour grading machine, the Pablo Neo. (Please see
reference 1)

Before receiving my BA in creative brand communications at AAA advertising college, I
spent my mid year vacation period doing a one month internship with international
agency Ogilvy, in Cape Town South Africa, from which I received an excellent reference
from the executive creative director Chris Gotz. (Please see reference 2)

During my college education, we were often presented with live briefs from clients, two
feature in my portfolio, one for Sea Point Municipal Library, and the other for Bird Life
South Africa, both briefs were submitted to the 2010 Loerie Awards, both pieces making
it to the finals.

Awards and Accolades
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Awards and Accolades
At AAA advertising college we were presented
with live briefs from clients, two feature in my
portfolio, one for Sea Point Municipal Library, and
the other for Bird Life South Africa, both briefs
were submitted to the 2010 Loerie Awards, both
pieces making it to the finals.
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